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Christmas banquet entertains over 300
ed by students. 1Wo groups of
students sang various songs of
the season. The first group was
sophomore Angela Kroeze and
freshmen Rebecca Schelhaas
,~~~~-~~~-~~~-~--~-c---------~-~~--....~_-,,,.,.---~~~---,and Erika Van

































Saturday in the Sioux Center
Christian School gymnasium.
The Student Activities
Committee planned an evening
of food and entertainment to help
students celebrate Christmas,
for the cost of $6.
Following a turkey dinner
catered by Hy-Vee, a short
Christmas program was present-
Over 325 students attended
the annual Christmas banquet
Brian Kelder, Pat Zondervan, Matt Fikkert, Rob Suwyn, Ryan Verver and Jamin Ver Velde
belt out one of their favorite songs while doing kareoke at the Christmas banquet. [photo by
Joe Trosenj
Angel Tree program provides Christmas gifts for needy children
by Danielle Kamps
Staff Reporter
lected gifts to the Salvation Army
of Sioux City, This year's Angel
Tree was slightly different from
last year's, Although the concept
is the same, this year Dordt went
through the Salvation Army
instead of the Prison Fellowship
organization. The Salvation
Army's system was more suited
to Dordt than Prison Fellowship's
system which requires follow-up
visits to the Angel Tree recipi-
ents, something difficult for
Dordt students to do,
The Angel Tree project at
Dordt started with 50 angels,
During three days at the end of
November, all of the Angels were
selected by Dordt students.
Students bought gifts as individ-
uals, by rooms, or with friends.
Each gift was within a $20 to $25
price range. The gifts should
have been turned into the SUB
on Monday. (Ifyou have an angel
and need to turn it in, Fru.np is
still accepting the gifts, but
hurry!) The gifts will go to needy
children throughout Siouxland
and will be distributed during
the week of Christmas. "Another
nice thing about this Salvation
Army project," Frump said, "was
that it put a local spin on it."
Frump was very impressed
with the way everyone on Dordt's
campus worked together to make
the Angel Tree project a success.
"I couldn't have asked for the
program to work any better,"
Student services and the
Resident Life staff contributed in
advertising and organizing the
project. Because this -year went
so well, Frump believes that next
year the number of angels dis-
tributed at Dordt could be
increased. "Students are always
very receptive to the program. It's
nice to see them take time out of
their busy schedules to help out
people they don't know." The
Angel Tree project is a great way
to do this.
The Christmas Season is
officially here. While many of us
think of the Christ -child and the
fluffy white snow, Christmas is
also about giving. The Angel Tree
project is one way that Dordt
students can participate in
something which gives to those
who are less fortunate than our-
selves.
The coordinator for this
year's Angel Tree project was Jon
Frump. Frump organized the
program, distributed the
"angels," and will bring the col-
reindeer and senior Jonathan
Frump delivered a modern ver-
sion of Frosty the Snowman.
'The evening was very well-
organized," said junior Tim.
Jacobsen.
Before and after dinner. stu-
dents could do a variety of activi-
ties: have their picture taken with
friends on a park bench, decorate
cookies, do kareoke or play
games with friends. However,
some students wished for differ-
ent kinds of activities. "Perhaps it
would have been nice if there was
more organized activity after din-
ner," said one sophomore,
The gymnasium was deco-
rated according to the theme of
Christmas in the city. A city
scape, candles. lamp posts and
Christmas trees created the
-atmosphere for the banquet. "It
was decorated very nicely-it felt
like Christmas," said freshman
"-Brenda Breukelman.
SAC did have some difflcul-
ty"finding a place to hold the
banquet. Many places in Sioux
Center were booked for Saturday
night, but the banquet could not
be moved to Friday. because a
band concert would prevent
many students from attending,
said senior Rhonda Hubers, one
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Looking for a gift
for the folks?Yeltsin attac~s criticism of nis illness
the main aides in the Kremlin
who had been publicly question-
ing his health. They said that he
is too weak to continue dealing
with the strains of the presiden-
cy and urged him to step down,
but Yeltsin plans to serve his full
term, which lasts until the mid-
dle of the year 2000.
15,000 people to try to over-
throw Perez, but failed, so he
turned to the people. The poor
people were happy for his vic-
tory because he promises sever-
al changes, including a new con-
stitution, restructuring the $21
billion foreign debt. and trying to
find ways to raise the minimum





will be a dictator,
and many fled to
.. ,<,.... ' "'* Miami.
J\ -, United States
~r!..~The Centers for




found that Baltimore has the
highest rate in tile nation for
both gonorrhea and syphilis.
These diseases are still a prob-
lem in some cities, though they




of all those who give.
A small gift to our parents,
even if we are tight on finances.
can say a lot. My mother, for
instance, still cherishes some
coupons from the booklets her
children made her: written on
colored paper bound with yarn,
the coupon booklets promised
favors of love in exchange for
coupons.
My mother stores the rem-
nants from her books in her jew-
elry drawer, for she values them
almost as highly-perhaps even
more-than the gold and silver
she also stores there. They read,
for instance. "This coupon is
good for one vacuuming of the
downstairs," or, "I will draw a
picture of you with markers, M or
even, "Present this coupon for as
many hugs as you want in one
day .''
Suggestions like these may
seem infantile, but the concept is
not. Your mom or dad might
appreciate a coupon that can be
used in exchange for sessions
talking with them about your lifeat
school. They can be used in
exchange foryard work or cleaning
the shower, even fixing a
meal-dinner after a hard day's
work or breakfast in bed on a
Saturday.
You can even promise such
things as a night at the movies.
If you can go on a date there, one
or both of your parents might
like to go there, too. You could
even promise to spend a day-or
just an hour-looking through old
photo albwns: "Remember, Dad,
when I did this?"
If given a collage of child-
hood photos, your; parents could
remember the good times everyday.
Continued on page 4
by Jennifer Hoogeveen
Staff Reporter
Every Christmas, my family
has the tradition of reading "A
Cup of Christmas Tea". a poetic
book about the wonder of a
man's visit to his great aunt.
whom he initially dreaded to see.
She had been ill and it had been
a long time since they had been
together. But when he finally
musters the courage to pay her a
visit, he sees her appearance, as
well as the decorations she has
hung around the house, and his
childhood Christmas memories
come flooding back.
Our heading home from col-
lege may bring similar initial
reactions; be it our first semester'
away from home or our fourth
year. seeing our parents again
can at first seem slightly awk-
ward.
We're growtng up. We've
flown the nest, but now we're
returning for a while, knowing
full well that our parents may try
to {s}mother us, whether we
want it or not. Our response will
depend on whether we welcome
their affection, shun it, or simply
resist how it is shown.
God willing, though, we will
respond with patience, recognizing
all our parents have been for us, all
the memories they hold of us,
and all the times they have
missed us while we've been.away
at college.
We can, however, do more
than be patient-especially at
Christmas. Regardless of how we
respond to our parents. and
regardless of whether our fami-
lies usually give gifts, we do well
to remember a lesson from O.
Henry's "Gift of the Magi," a
Christmas favorite: those who
give from the heart are the wisest
Israel
The Clinton administration has
insisted that the Israeli soldiers
pull back from the West Bank on
schedule as the Wyk Accord
states. even though
the Palestinians





must hold up their
end of the deal, pro-
viding more securt- -ty as the Israelis 0i::NrJ
move out. Presldent
Clinton plans to





President Boris YeItsin has been
in the hospital recovering from
pneumonia since November 22.
But he felt up to leaving for a
couple of hours to fire some 'of
Venezuela
Hugo Chavez, a former coup
leader. recently won the presi-
dency of Venezuela taking
over Pr estden t Perez's spot.
In 1992, Chavez led a coup of
Concert Choir tours southern mid-west
~by Tricia S. Van Ee
Staff Reporter
tice before they begin their tour
of Christian Reformed churches
and Christian high schools in
Kansas City, Missouri: Dallas
and Stevenville, Texas; Cawker
City, Kansas; and Sutton,
Nebraska.
Concert Choir and the
instrumental ensembles alter-
nate touring over Christmas
break and Spring break. This
year, band and orchestra will be
touring in the spring.
Under the direction of
Professor Tram Sparks, Concert
Choir will be performing some
selections from the Advent and
Christmas season, some general
choral. songs, and selections
from Mendelssohn's Elijah. The
very diverse repertoire comes to a
total of over 20 pieces.
Kantorei, a chamber group
made up of 17 si~gers, will also
perform a few pieces.
Choir tour concert on
Friday, January 15, at 7:30 PM
in the B.J Haan Auditorium.
Many students will be trav-
eling great distances over
Christmas break, and the mem-
bers of Concert Choir are no
exception. The 51 member
ensemble will be touring through
Missouri, Nebraska, Kansas, and
Texas during the last six days of
break, January 6-11.
Choir will gather at Dordt




























































The Diamond is pub-
lished by students of
Dordt College to pre-
sent and discuss




Contributions must besigned and receivedbefore 4:00 pm the
Monday before publi-cation to be printed
in that issue. Sendcontributions to:
Opinions expressed
are not necessarily
the view of the
Diamond or of Dordt
College, but repre-
sent the views of
individual writers.
The Diamond reserves
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Changes in the Education Department -DordtStuden~Succ~ in Programming
tcoal ~ dass ~
seccod semester;
When Eigenbrood takes
over as director of the gradu-
ate program. his multiple
responsibilities will keep
him busy. He will be in
charge of advertising the
program, working with inter-
ested students and current
involved students, as well
as several other duties.
Etgenbrood was cho-
sen to lead the program
until a permanent
----~---------.---. replacement is f0l1!1d
because he is the
most involved in the




taught in the pro-
gram, was on the
411l1ii'lillil initial program
planning commit-
u_~[L~:;""_~ tee and thus has a
[Photo by Travis Bonnema) higIi level of Involve-
ment invested already.
"I think he's done a
good job in developing
and running the pro-
gram," Etgenbrood said of
Fennema. "I hope they
fmd someone to take over
and continue with what 1
think 1s a pretty good
program."
by Joeelyn Van Beek
Staff Reporter
Starting at the begin-
ning of the second
semester of the 1998-99
school year. there will be a
few changes taking place in
the education department.
Dr. Jack Fennema
will be leaving to join his
wife who began a new job
at Franklin University in
Ohio at the beginning of
this year. Fennema
is unsure what he
will be doing when he
moves to Columbus.
but he asserts he will
be back at Dord t in
the summer to teach a
graduate course. as
Well as to update and
revise his book
"Nurturing Children
in the Lord. "
Fennema is cur-
rently the director of
the graduate education pro-
gram and is also currently
teaching an educational
psychology course. The grad-
uate program originally start-
ed under Fennema several
years ago. and he has been
the director since the
beginning. He hopes that
Dordt will be able to find
someone soon to perma-
nently replace his position
so that individual can
become accustomed to the
program. About the graduate
program. Fennema said. '1
think it ought to continue
to be a quality program.
Hopefully there will be a
person coming in who will
be very qualified to keep it
running."




Etgenbrood will be filling
in as director of the gradu-
ate program. Currently.
Eigenbrood teaches special
education classes, a multi-
cultural issues in educa-
tion class and a develop-
mental pyschology class.
Barb Hoekstra will be tak-
ing over Fennema's educa-
Buy any large













rithm heid true Liam Starkenburg, Rhonda Schoep and David De Haan
represented Oordt at the ACM International Collegiate
Saturday. November 7,
as three Dordt stu- Programming Contest. [Photo by Joe Trosen]
dents participated in the ACM After returning to campus, the trio
International Collegiate Programming was pleased to discover that they had
Contest at Northwestern College. Juniors placed 11th out of 59 teams in the North
Rhonda Schoep and Ltam Starkenburg, Central region-not bad, considering many
along with senior Dave DeHaan, represent-of those teams hailed from schools much
ed Dordt College, pitting their mental larger than Dordt.
strength against six other teams from Briar "1 thought we were going to get blown
Cliff, Northwestern and the University of away by the big schools!" DeHaan
South Dakota. exclaimed. All three participants were
Beginning at 10:00 in the morning excited to see how their skills compared to
and lasting until 5:00 at night, the contest other schools', but down played the stgnifi-
featured several programming problems in cance of their achievement. Starkenburg
a point system that awarded teams [or noted. "It was interesting to work on a
speed and accuracy. Contestants were pre- problem for an hour-and-a-half. and then
sented with problems dealing with Jack see another group complete it in five min-
and Jill (math and physics). a chessboard, utes." Schoep added. "It was a lot of fun. I
trees and various numerical puzzles. After learned a lot... I don't like being quoted."
five hours of programming wizardry, Three students. Five hours of pro-
Schoep. 5tarkenburg and DeHaan proved gramming. One great score. What more is
victorious over the handful of other colleges there to say but
involved. END PROGRAM
£1~~ .---Ii Home of ilI fRU D~UV~RY I
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Ad vic e to
by Sarah Walsh
Columnist
This summer I had the
opportunity to go to China.
Based on that experience, I am
taking this opportunity to engage
the minds of anyone going on a
cross-cultural experience to a
developing country, particularly
those going on AMOR, with some
heartfelt advice.
First, I want to urge all who
are going on AMOR to allow this
time in Nicaragua or the
Dominican to mold. shape, and
influence you. It will be tempting
upon return to North America to
try and distance yourself from
the experience you had for a
number of reasons.
For one, the experience will
not fit smoothly with most expe-
riences you will have had in the
rest of your life. For many, going
to a developing country opens
your eyes to poverty. environ-
mental degradation, pollution,
and unjust social structures.
These aspects of the day to day
reality of about 80% of the people
in the world is so far from our
experiences that we don't know
what to do with the information.
We do not view Christianity
as tacked on to the rest of our
lives, but as an integral part of
who we are and how we live. So
too, you must view this experi-
ence in your growth as a student
and as a Christian. Often, when
God wants to teach us something
he takes us on a journey-thts is
one of your journeys. Above all
else, I want to reiterate for all of
you going on AMOR to be open to
what God wants to teach you. If
you really want to learn some-
thing on this trip, it is key to
open yourself up to learning
something not just about your-
self, but about your team, team-
work, God, other cultures, and
the world.
Please don't view your time
in these countries as unconnect-
ed to your Dordt education but




The article written by
Suzanna Kok in the last issue of
the Diamond concerning whether
we are racist or not brings up
some very good points, but there
are some things that I question.
I feel that saying a person is
racist because they are members
of a majority group is an over-
generalization.
There are many factor
which can have an influence on
whether a person is racist or not.
This is not just dependent on
whether a person is a member of
a majority group.
How a person is raised and
where they.were raised can have
a dramatic influence on if a per-
son is racist. If a person is raised
in a rural setting where there
may not be much diversity, the
amount of exposure to those of a
different race may be limited.
How much exposure a person
has to those who are not of the
same race has an effect on a per-
son's attitude toward those of a
different race. This means that
most of the exposure they receive
comes from the media, which
usually presents a distorted
picture of those from other races-
this can lead to generalizations
about all of the people of a cer-
tain race.
While we may disagree on
what the causes of racism are, I
agree with Suzanna Kok's sug-
gestion that we should listen to
those of different races and con-
fess the sins of our fathers which
may have influenced our opin-
ions on those different from us.
All of us must realize that
we have racial tendencies, even if
weare not aware of them. This is
true for any race-we all have
ideas and stereotypes about
those from other races. We must
be aware of these and be willing
to change them and work
towards correcting them within
ourselves. It is only after we do
this can we work towards helping
others do the same thing.
Lisa Bekius
t h e
much as possible with the people
you meet. Think about learning
Spanish-it'll prove to others that
you want to become friends with
them.
Lastly, be prepared when
you come back to North America
to be seethingly angry at injus-
tice and oppression, especially in
North America's role in causing
the oppression of the people you
met in Latin America, Come
back to Dordt and share with us
all as are part of the community
that's sending you. It's all of our
experience, and we need. to learn
from what you have all learned.
One chapel period designated for
you all. to share of your experi-
ence is not enough, neither is
writing for the Diamond. Bring
your experience into the class-
room setting as well.
I want you to be prepared
for your experience in your going
and coming back. Soak it up
and come back and share with
your Dordt community. We need
to hear all about it as well.
AMORites
them, perhaps, or about your
dreams, your life. It need not be
eloquent, just heartfelt. Or buy
your dad a book of poems for
fathers: a collection of fatherly
aphorisms: bulbs to plant in the
garden; a low-maintenance
plant like ivy or philodendron,
which he might want to take to
work; a picture that reminds
him of relaxation, be it nature or
the golf course; or even a foun-
tain pen with his initials, the
word dad, or a religious symbol
carved on its side.
Mom might appreciate
some freshly cut flowers, a bag
of potpourri, or a vial of her
favorite perfume, Does a partic-
ular item jog your parents' mem-
ory of you-a lighthouse, some
painting you've seen together, a
favorite travel spot? Buy them a
replica, or make one yourself.
Draw it with markers; even,
and tell them they can put It up
on the fridge.
You can get your siblings
together and make a T -shirt for
your parents: get a friend to don
aT-shirt in one of your parents'
sizes; then with your siblings,
smear your bellies, arms, and
hands with paint. Have each of
your siblings give your friend a
compliments and expounds what
is learned in the classroom.
Something that most students
don't realize before going to Latin
America is how much the United
State's foreign policy has fiercely
pervaded the injustice expert-
enced in those countries. Many
who come back from experiences
like AMOR reflect on how they
had been worshiping the god of
American culture and not the
God of the Bible.
Second, learn as much as
you can about the countries you
are going to before you go.
Knowing as much as you can will
prepare you for the culture and
for understanding the people you
will meet there. Be prepared to
shower the people you meet with
love and to listen and under-
stand them in their struggles.
Read upon Latin American
thinkers, be familiar with
Liberation Theology. Start think-
ing about what liberation means
not only for Latin Americans and
the oppressed in the world. but
for North Americans, the oppres-
sors. Use vital information from
professors such as Professor Van
Geest who has spent time in
Nicaragua and spent consider-
able time writing and reflecting
on it.
Third. begin thinking about
the clothes you will take along
and refrain from bringing nice,
stylish clothing with you. While
here, Tony Campolo challenged
some students on how they
would feel if some foreigners
came in and built for them in two
weeks what they had been
unable to accomplish in two
years. Focus on empowering the
people you will be working with
and begin thin king of better ways
to serve them rather than breed-
ing a dependency. Be seasoned
with compassion and grace.
Fourth, be flexible in your
expectations. Don't expect lots of
physical labor. One AMOR alum-
ni, .Kelly Kuipers, adds that it is
important not to make work your
main focus, but to interact as
Ideas for smooth return
continued from page 2
Such collages are fairly
easy to make: just try to express
"family" in pictures; remind your
parents what they mean to you
by showing what you remem-
ber-and like-about them.
The same thing can be
accomplished. perhaps with a
formal flare, in a photo album
chronicling your own life.
Most parents, especially
mothers, love to remember their
children's smiles, triumphs.
struggles, and tears: and many
have never gofaround to making
a scrap book of such memories.
Do it for them, or if you both
have the time, do it with them,
A locket with your and your
siblings' pictures may make
your mother smile-and smile
again when she shares of her
children with a friend noticing
the locket. A necklace with a
charm about friendship or
motherhood might do the same;
one of my mothers favorite gifts
15 one from my sister-a charm
that says. simply. "Friends for-
ever."
Can you write poetry?
wrtte- your parents some-about
to the nest
big hug. Let the paint dry
between hugs, and hug at differ-
ent levels, You'll have fun and
your parents will get the mes-
sage. even if they only wear the
shirt to bed.
Ftna lly. has a particular
book touched your life recently,
made you think. lightened your
load, made you laugh? If it's one
in your dad's style, for instance,
buy him a copy and volunteer to
transfer notes from your mar-
gins into his: he might like to
know what insights you found
and how they applied to you.
Above all, take time out to
share with your parents, Have
they cared in the past, whether
you were a tyke or a teen? Give
them the opportunity to care
again. Did you fight with them
in the past? Give them the
opportunity to apologize-or to
forgive.
TIlis Chrtstmas. from the
time you walk to the door to the
time you head back to Dordt.
remember that it is Christmas, a
celebration of the gift ofChl1st to
a dying world. Remember that
gift, then pass on a small gift to
your parents. Make them glad
you're back in the nest. If only
for a while,















The Church of Latter
Day Saints filed for fed-
eral subsidization of
additional bathrooms
Friday as part of a new
campaign for minority
aid.
"With just so many
kids in the house. it's
hard to owna homewith
more than one bath-
room"said Salt LakeCity
resident. Jonathan
Young. "it becomes espe-
cially difficult to get into
that one bathroom in the
morning when you have
thre; teenage daugh-
ormons Sal in
their statement that they
are ail oppressed minori-
ty. and deserve federal
money to build anywhere
from one to five more
bathrooms in their hous-
es.
/ "Even in a dual
income family. money
becomes tight and it's
real expensiveto just put
up a new bathroom."
said Delilah Smith of
Mormon Rapids. "all we
are asking for is to have
ng ts to iline r.cs a e
years back. We just
want equal treatment."
said Smith in response
to the primary state-
ment.~~~~~~~:i~r:ii~~ ;Proposed bathroom additions suggested by the Mormon delegation
a comprehensive state-
ment this morning on
account of a backed-up
sink.
the same privileges that iii
regular households do. r.I
and that is to be able to
get into the bathroom
between the hours of six
and nine."
The government
released a primary state-
ment yesterday concern-
ing the Mormon appeal
for aid. Its main objec-
tion was that "the consti-
tutional right for reli-
gious freedom does not
also imply that the gov-
ernment hand out
money so that one may
practice their religion to




The Zircon is pub-
lished because we are
psychotic and like to
stay up all night. If
you have any ice
cream, please send it










(offer valid for 1998 fall semester only)
Half Off
Dordt College will top the U S News and
World Report's Best Value list!
Tuition
for spring semester 1999
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Biology's Top Secret Project pirated
by Livingstone' Peabody
National Wilderness
It was recently discovered that the biology
department was doing genetic cloning
research. A recent accident uncovered the
project, which was being conducted at
Sandy Hollow.
Students and townsfolk alike have
been enjoying the "bike path" which leads
to Sandy Hollow for some time now. The
"bike path" was actually built to help the
biology department get their amphibious
vehicles to Sandy Hollow during the night
when no one would notice,
You might wonder about all the
secrecy surrounding this project. What
exactly was the project, you ask? The
department was trying to develop a new
species of aquatic animal by crossing the
DNA of a whale and a sea lion. Everything
was going well, until this fall.
President Zylstra did not know
about the project, which was funded mostly
by area businesses. There were several
times when Professor Mahaffy had to go
and do emergency work to keep the new
animal alive. He missed class on several of
these occasions, but he was able to con-
..~' ~'.• ~,-h
,[photo by Toby Brown
~ I
vl~ce his 'students that he had simply been'
up late working on changes to his doctoral
thesis. The students thought nothing of his
excuse, and were pleased when he
announced that they would still get their
money's worth through several Friday night
sessions in which they had the opportunity
to catch up on missed class.
The cross between the whale and
the sea lion, called a de-fin-der by Mahaffy,
was born in the bluegill tank in the base
ment of the Science
building. The facili-
ties were not yet ready
at Sandy .Hollow when th
de-fin-der was getting L.
enough that people would notice
the odd-looking bluegill swimming
. around. Jeremy Geels, the leader of thr
secret student panel involved in the project,
suggested that the de-fin-der be hidden in
the greenhouse pond. This worked until the
Sandy Hollow facilities were ready.
Water purifiers and temperature
controllers were put into place at Sandy
Hollow, and the de-fin-der was put into its
new home. The ponds at Sandy Holloware
not very large in surface area, but they are
each over 300 feet deep, and are connected
by large caves. This gave the de-fin-der
plenty of area to swim around in, but also
caused a problem. The de-fin-der would
have to be tracked electronically, so it could
be monitored at all times. The biology
department solved this problem by getting
one of the engineering design project
groups of last year to disguise a tracking
device as part of a wind power generator.
The project was unearthed, or
unwatered, when Tim Van Iddekinge, a
member of Dordt's golf team, hit a ball into
one of the ponds while participating in a
driving contest with other golfers. The ball
got lodged in the blow hole of de-fin-der.
When Van Iddekinge realized what had
happened he ran to the clubhouse to call his
roommate, Curtis Dykstra. He figured that
Dykstra,being the head minister of SHAMAR,
would know how to save the creature .
Dykstra and several other members
of SHAMAR quickly went to the scene
where they rescued the de-fin-der. Dykstra,
wondering what this strange creature might
be, went to find answers from Professor
Mahaffy. When under pressure Mahaffy
told Dykstra the details of the project.
Dykstra, infuriated that the project
had been kept secret, immediately called
Sea World. Sea World animal care special-
ists came and took the de-fin-der to their
San Diego park, where




rve taken all of the credit
Torthe project.
The secrecy, meant to pro-
tect the program from competitors, such as
the Northwestern College Biology depart-
ment, eventually hurt the program more
than helping. The department hopes to
begin a less secretive project to mix com
and soybeans, so that Iowa's landscape will
have some more variety.
Zircon
page 2-4







sages are not harmless. All
radio lisieners are gradually
turned into mindless zombies
under the direction of station
manager, Denny DeWaard. In
fact, DeWaard has plans to be
Ire Su[:mre DiclatrrofNorthwest
Iowa. DeWaard has said that
KDCR is the only way he can
carry out his plans.
"Broadcasting is a wonderful
way to communicate to a
mass audience."
DeWaard has promised
his henchmen each a town in
the area to rule unconditional-
ly if they assist him. Known
collaborators include Caroline
Douma (mild-mannered story
teller and secretary who was
promised complete control of
Hawarden), Ralph Goemaat
(technical advisor who will be
Mind control is not a
myth. It is a very harsh and
prevalent reality. A reliable
source has just disclosed that
Dordt College is being sub-
jected to mind-eontrol attempts
through the subversive efforts
of KDCR radio.
Unbeknownst to most
people, KDCR has been
broadcasting subliminal mes-
sages for years. However, the
waves were generally ineffec-
tual until the new, more pow-
erful radio tower was erected
two years ago. Since then, the
stronger radio waves have
covered Sioux county and the
surrounding areas, controlling
people as far away as Sioux
F a I I s
Body
given Maurice), Jesse Groen
(student DJ, soon-to-be-ruler
of Sheldon), and Tim Vos
(communication professor
who wants Orange City and
Alton). Other Dordt College
faculty are suspected of par-
ticipating in this heinous plot,




been attempting to add to its
growing numbers of emerging
zombies. Recent radio ads have
encouraged listeners to tell
their friends about KDCR.
This is an obvious ploy to turn
the rest of the people of
Siouxland into mindless zom-
bies under Supreme Dictator
DeWaard
Fortunately, there is
hope in this dark situation.
COL1:n..t -r1SeS 1:n..re-ve:n..ge
Editors were maliciusly murdered on the eve
of the latest Diamond issue.
[Photo by Charles "M. Bop"Hanson)





pected a murder on
Dordt's campus?
Nothing seemed out of
the ordinary last
Thursday morning








Lorna Van Gilst. Van
Gilst voiced her con-
cern as co-editors Sean
Gregg and Chery I
Wierda had not attend-
ed her class that morn-
ing. Van Gilst made a
phone call to Dordt
d o f
Except for the student DJ's,
no other students have been
affected by the mind control.
Experts suspect this is because
no students listen to the radio
station. New faculty mem-
bers have also recognized this
terrible threat. Dr. Jude
Fernando, social activist, has
launched a national campaign
to make people aware of the
mind control plot of DeWaard.
Dr. Sherri Lantinga is currently
exploring the public's social
pressures and stereotypes
which make people listen to
KDCR. Somehow, the Dordt
community and the greater
area of Northwest Iowa will
escape the clutches of Denny
DeWaard and the evil influ-
ences of KDCR.
[Photo by Toby Brown]
security who immediately
rushed to the scene of the
crime, the Dordt Printshop, in
their dependable blue station
wagon. Security was shocked
to discover both Gregg and
Wierda lying cold on the floor.
A half-empty pizza box was
lying close by. Local police
rushed to the scene and began
investigations right away.
Who would have killed the
editors of the Dordt Diamond?
What police discovered
shocked the entire Dordt
community.
Two stunning, intelli-





since the preceding spring they
had wished to be editors of the
Diamond. When these stu-
dents were not chosen, they
disguised their jealousy and
congratulated Gregg and
Wierda. Yet feelings of bitter
hatred remained built up inside
and plotting began. While one
student seduced the pizza
delivery boy Wednesday night,
the second added the multifari-
ous compound to the pepper-
oni and sausage pizza. Both
Diamond editors grabbed a
pizza slice right away and the
poison took effect immediate-
ly. Police considered the
option of placing the two stun-
mng, intelligent students
responsible for the crime in jail
right away for their punish-
ment. But after some thought,
they came up with a more suit-
able punishment: not allowing
these two students any choco-
late for the remainder of their
educational career at Dordt.
The Dordt community cele-
brates (excuse me, mourns) in
this time of great loss.
art
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THEGALLERY
by KIrstin Vander Giessen
Arts Editor
Here's a story I've heard many times:
DUling a Christmas chapel service at my
former high school about 25 years ago. a
student. enraged by the use of a doll to
represent the young Messiah. stormed on
stage. tore the manger apart and kicked
the doll into the audience.
Aside from providing a subtle example
of hypocrisy, this incident gives us an
introduction to the view held by some
Christians that any sort of representation
of Christ is evil. Because we cannot create
an accurate picture of Christ, and,
because we cannot fully understand His
suffering. we shouldn't even try to render
Him in the elements of plastic, paint. wood,
ink or even crayon. Those who hold this
belief often quote Exodus 20: 4-5a:
Godzilla
painted on wood. God and the blessed
Virgtn are held In mind. yet the wood lind
the patnnng ascribe nothing to themselves.
because they are just wood and palnt; so
the servant of God is a kind of pamttng,
that is. a creature of God In which God is
honored for the sake of his benefits. But he
ought to ascribe nothing to himself. just
like the woodor the painting, but should
render honor and glory to God alone,"
by Brian WlsseUnk
Guest Writer
Have you ever watched a movie that
made you want to stop watching movies?
Hmm ... let me rephrase that.v.have you
ever watched a movie about giant lizards
that?" .oh, that's pretty much all of
them .. .let me see ...okay ...have you ever
seen. "Godzilla?" If you have seen 'this
"film" (I use the term loosely), you mayor
may not agree that it is the most unin-
tentionally hysterical piece to come out
of Hollywood, since ... um ... actually I
can't remember seeing a summer block-
buster quite this bad since ...welL.yeah,
it's pretty awful.
The film has a plot. That's an
unproven thesis. I do know that the
movie involves a giant lizard who takes a
vacation to New York in order to lay
some eggs in Madison Square Garden. I
don't know why, maybe he's a Knicks
fan. I also know that Ferris
Bueller. ..oh .. .1 mean Matthew
Broderick's character, some sort of radi-
ation specialist, does a fair bit of running
about and comes up with the plans to
catch the monster; apparenUy the U.S.
Army's officers were all out of town.
The dialogue is the real winner in
"Godzilla." While watching the movie, I
found myself wondering if the "writers"
have actually ever heard human beings
hold conversations because the lines
spoken in this movie bore little resem-
blance to them. Broderick will probably
go down in history as having uttered
perhaps the most brainless line in cine-
matic history. In a ploy to capture
Godzilla, his character designs a plan to
drop truckloads of fish in Time's Square
to lure the monster out of
hiding ... yes ... hiding .. .apparerrtly the
My second objection is that if progres-
sion were logically followed. we'd have a lot
more Chtistians who believe, like Muslims,
that artists are limited to non-objective
designs. We read in Exodus 32 that even a
calf can be an idolatrous image. No matter
what the likeness, the evil does not lie in
the stuff of the creation at all: it lies in the
worship of that stuff as God.
Madeleine LEngle briefly addresses
this issue in her book "Walking on Water:
Reflections on Faith and Art." I'll conclude
with the following excerpt:
"It is impossible for an artist to attempt a
graphic reprod l'S In ~ wa,r
that is meant to be ltteral.. .. (But] Jesus of
Nazareth did not walk around faceless. The
icon of Jesus may not look like the man
Jesus 2000 years ago. but it represents
some quality of Jesus, or his mother, or his
followers, and so becomes an open Window
through which we can be given a new
glimpse of God .... 1 travel with an icon, a
picture pasted on wood, which was given to
me With love, so that the picture, the wood
and the lovehave become forme a Trinity, and
icon of God. Of themselves they are nothing;
because they are part of God's munificent
love, they are everything."
it' 5 a m 0 vie
"You shall not make for yourself an idol in
the form of anything in heaven above or on
the earth beneath or in the waters below.
You shall not bow down to them or worship
them .... "
I question this belief partially because
it obscures the goodness of imagination.
When we read the Gospel. we all picture Christ,
whether we see Him as dark or fair. long-
haired and bearded or completely bald. If
we believe that our imaginations are
"right, .. what's stopping us from putting
that image on canvas or carving that image
in stone", as long as we obey the command
to only worship the one, true God? St.
Francis of Assisi said.
"In pictures of God and the blessed vtrgtn
U.S. Army has difficulty disnngutshtng
Godzilla from the Chrysler building.
Anyway, as Broderick watches the mass
of fish being dumped in front of him. he
turns to the General and announces,
without a trace of irony, "That's a lot of
fish." I guess the writers (again, I use the
term loosely) thought the audience
might not fully understand that fifteen-
truckloads of fish is, indeed, a lot.
While I was searching for plot and
characters, "Godzilla" had me pining for
the artistic integrity of, say, "Jurassic
Par1c".... and speaking of that film, some-
body call Steven. Spielberg, he's been
flat-aut-robbed. What few "action"
scenes there were in this film were most-
ly lifted from "Jurassic Park, " especially
the scenes involving Godzflla's recently
hatched children, who hatched from
eggs that come directly from the "Allen"
movies. (Which perhaps explains why
Godzilla looks a lot like a cross between
an Alien and Spielberg's T -Rex.] The
baby Godzillas, conveniently, are about
the same height, shape and speed as the
famed Raptors from Spielberg's movie,
allowing the directors of "Godzilla" to
shamelessly reshoot the last half of
Jurassic Park in Madison Square
Garden.
The movie has an ending too. I
know this because all of a sudden there
were credits on the screen. We'll proba-
biy be blessed with "GodzllLa II: The
Monster Takes a Vacation." Maybe the
writers will find some new pieces of card-
board to call characters and maybe they
will conjure up some plot so complex
that you can't find it, and maybe they'll
find some new movies to rip off Maybe
they'll even reshoot the "Psycho" shower
scene with Godzilla!. ..oh wait...never
mind.
Francais Schaefer reminds us of our call to care for creation
by Ryan Vande Kraats
Staff Reporter
Perhaps the most daunting
problems [acing our planet as we
head into the new millennium
are those concerning the state of
the environment. These concerns
are relevant to every member of
the global population, but espe-
cially to Christians who are
bound by a covenant to tend to
all of creation. We have a respon-
sibility to maintain life and order
on the planet as God's appointed
caretakers. It can .be argued,
however, that we have not always
taken this responsibility serious-
ly, or have neglected it altogeth-
er. It is this issue that Francais
Schaefer addresses in his book
"Pollution and the Death of Man. "
Schaefer. a greatly respected
Christian theologian and philosopher,
published this book in 1970. just as
environmental issues were beginning
to gain global attention. Even though
this book is over a quarter ofa centu-
ry old, it is still relevant in today's
culture. This book deals not so
much with the "how" of environ-
mentalism, or ecology as
Schaefer refers to it, but more
with the "why." This book lays
down a strong biblically based
argument for why Christians,
more than anyone, must be con-
cerned about creation. It is fun-
damentally important, Schaefer
argues, to the continued well
being of the world and
humankind, that Christians
realize their role as a vital part of
creation, and that they begin to
see the intrinsic value of ere-
ation.
Schaefer begins his book with a
critique and fewother motives foreco-
logical concerns, primarily the "New
Age" movement and other eastern
religions.He argues that this view
of creation diminishes the role of
human kind, who are created in
God's image and have a special
place in creation, and that the
pantheists do not have a solid
foundation to base their beliefs
on. Schaefer also critiques
Christians who hold a "Platonic"view
of creation; those who focus exclu-
sively on the perfection of heav-
en. and belittle the wonders of
creation not recognizing the
value that it holds. Schaefer says
this view of the world is insulting
to the creator.
The greatest strength of this
book is Schaefer's sound theo-
logical and Biblical reasoning.
Unlike other writers who tend to
swing towards the "NewAge" ideas
or rely on emotional appeals to
care for the environment,
Schaefer offers Christians Biblical
proof of the importance to care for
creation. He offers concrete support
and evidence for all his claims and
leaves fewquestions unanswered.
As a young Christian
who is greatly concerned for the
future of this planet, I am thank-
ful for Schaefer's book. It gave
me a solid foundation on which
to base a Christian response
to the issues facing our society
and showed me why I must treat
creation with love and respect.
I recommend this book to anyone
who would like to learn more
about a Christian calling to serve
the earth. It is well-written
and pr cvid es a great introduc-
tion to a Christian response to
the Vitally important issue of .
ecology.
sports
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Cross Country Team Storybook season over for Lady Defenders
run sat Nat Ion aIs by Leanne Prins them on in a batlle for Tulsa. Oklahoma. for the were still able to move on to
Sports Reporter semifinal qualification. most. important tour-na- the quarter-finals.
This was an intense game ment of the eeason-natton- In quarter-final play.
with close scores through- also Only the best of the Oordt met Lewis-Clark
out, but Dordt came out best can make it to this State, winning the first
the victors by a 3-2 margin. journey. and the Lady game. but losing the next
advancing through this win. Defenders held their own three. This loss took them
The first semi-final amongst the best teams out of the tournament for
game pitted Dordt against from all over the country. good, but not without mak-
College of St. Mary and the During the first day of ing a name for themselves.
Defenders maintained their tournament play, they Karen Netz earned a spot
clean tournament record defeated Westmont, 3-0. on the All-Tournament
by a 3-0 win. They continued their Team, through much sup-
In the championship, winning streak the next port from the rest of her
number one seed day, defeating Lee from teammates. The Lady
Dickinson State University Tennessee in three sets Defenders closed their sto-
gave a rare defeat to Dordt, with a consistent score of rybook season ranked in
by a score of 3-1. But this IS-II every time and then the top eight of the country
defeat did not stop Dordt taking down Texas and their conduct on the
from advancing to the Lutheran in a close 3-2 court earned them the
nationals as regional repre- match. tournament sportsman-
sentatives. Their fmal day of pool ship award. something that
play brought them their the team, and the college,
first defeat, 3-0 to they have represented so
Columbia, the # 1 ranked well can be extremely
team in the nation. They proud of.
By Jocelyn Van Beek
Sports Reporter
On Saturday, November
21, the entire women's
cross country team, as well
as two men-Jeff
Summerhays and Jon
Vander Kooy- ran at the
National meet in Kenosha,
Wisconsin.
There were 325 partic-
ipants in the men's race
with Jeff Summerhays
placing I08th and Jon
Vander Kooy In I 70th.
They both ran very well.
and we hope to see them
running at nationals again
next year as seniors.
Of the 36 teams, the
women placed 25th with
647 points. Out of 344
runners, Dordt had Becky
Van De Griend in 82nd
place, Sarah Plufm took
135th. Suzy Van
Wyngarden was 176th,
Tabitha Vander Wilt placed
227th, Julie HUizenga ran
247th. Cathy Palmer got
271st. and Lora1ee Bykerk
took 287th place.
On the whole, both
the cross country teams
had very good seasons. The
seniors were great leaders
and models for the rest of
the team to follow, and
they will be missed next
year for their running abil-




This was the tourna-
menL La determine who
could go on to national
competition as representa-
tives of the Great Plains
Region. From November
19-21. the Lady Defenders
stormed Keeter Arena in
Point Lookout, Missouri,
fired up by all the success
that they had to look back
on in regular season play.
In their first game,
Dordt took on the host
team, College of the
Ozarks, downing them 3-0.
Doane College was the
next unsuccessful chal-
lenger, falling 3-0 to our




Lady Defenders went to
by Jesse Groen
Sports Editor
Dordt 80. St. Mary 46
Coming off the season-opening win
against the number two team in the
nation. the !a:!Y Deinlers carte rut ~
against the Collegeof Saint Mary at the De
Witt Gymnasium. Dordt shot 44 percent
from the field and had four players in
double figures. The team was led in scor-
ing by Kelli Holwerda with 15 points.
Nerissa Ver Velde added 12, Serena Van
Beek II and Carla Geleynse 10.VerVeldeand
Geleynse added 7 rebounds a piece to
pace the ladies in the win. The win moved
thel..a:ly~s to 2 and 0 on the season.
Dordt 52. Northwestern 89
Poor shooting and a tough zone
defense proved to be too much for the
ladies to overcome on the road in this
match with rival Northwestern. Dordt
Jumped out to an early 11 to 2 lead, but
after that it was all Northwestern in the
Bultman Center.
Lisa Roos poured in a team-high 13
tallies and Ver Velde added another dou-
ble-figure performance with 10 points. On
the boards, Geleynse led the way with 11
rebounds and Lisa Roos snared 8 missed
shots.
Dordt shot 30% from the field overall
and a mere '13% from beyond the three
point arc. The loss was the Lady Defenders'
first of the season and left them with a 2 and
1 mark.
Dordt 75. Calvin 71
The opening round of the Central
College Thanksgiving Tournament in Pella
put Dordt in a battle of sister schools.
Dordt came out with a four point victory
over Calvin College of Grand Rapids.
Michigan. Dordt's win came behind a
47% field goal shooting night and 18
points from Geleynse, 14 from Lisa Roos
and 10 from Lori Roos.
Lisa also led the team in rebounds
with 8 and Holwerda contributed 6 car-
oms. The win put the Lady Defenders'
season record at 3 and 1.
Dordt 81. Central 69
Lisa Roos scored 28 points and
grabbed 12 rebouI!ds to lead the Lady
Defenders to the Central CollegeTournament
title over the host school in Kuyper
Gymnasium in Pella. Angie Oostenink
came off the bench to add 14 counters in
the win and Geleynse added 10 boards.
The win moved the women to 4-1 on
the season.
Dordt 70. St. Mary 60
For the second time in this young
season, Dordt handed the Flames a loss,
this time in Omaha at the Allied Center.
Three players scoring in double figures
made the win possible. Lisa Roos put in
20, Marlene Van Wingerden a season-high
19 and Geleynse 10. Lisa also came down
with 13 boards while Holwerda pulled in
10. The win on the road moved the Ladies
to 5-1 overall.
ast start
-"--- "'- .>.....:'Dordt fights for the ball duri.,g the tip-off against Northwestern.
[Photo by Andy Strayers].
Dordt 78. Northwestern (MN) 58
A quick trip to the Twin Cities yield-
ed the Lady Defenders' sixth victory of the
season and third in a row. Once again, a
good night from Lisa Roos was a.factor as
she scored 26 points and rebounded missed
shots 12 times. Holwerda and Geleynse
added 12 tallies a piece.
As a team, Dordt shot a season-high
51% from the field to move to 6 and 1 on
the season.
Dordt 63. Buena Vista 52
The result of this contest was Dordt's third
win ofthe season on the road as they sneaked
past Buen'a Vista. Lori Roos paced the
team in scoring with 18 and Usa Roos put
in 14, while adding 12 rebounds. Dordt is
now 7 and 1 on the year and awaiting
tonight's (Thursday) match-up with
Northwestern, who handed the ladies
their only loss. This time the Lady Defenders
have home court advantage and a few
more wins under their belt. Game time is '
7:00pm in the De Witt Gymnasium.
sports
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quick goals in the second by
Schilthuis and James Bekkering
tied the game for the Blades.
Then the teams exchanged goals
for a while and UNl came out
with a 6-5 lead heading into the
third. Early in the third the
teams exchanged goals once
again as Bekkertng scored his
second of the game on a goal-
mouth scramble. However. the
Blades had trouble getting shots
on the net and couldn't tie the
game. UNI added one more to
make the final score 8-6.
NSU 7. Dordt Blades 1
This game marked the
return of last year's leading SCOf-
er and this year's player &
coach, Ben Saarloos. Ten sec-
onds into his first shift, Saarloos
hit the post but couldn't muster
a goal against NSU's strong goal-
tending. NSU took a 2-0 lead to
the dressing room. Vande Kraats
scored early in the second, off a
rebound to pull the Blades with-
in one. ~ NSU~lllilli~
four straight to put the game out
of reach for the Blades. NSU
added one more in the last sec-
onds of the game.
NSU 8. Dordt Blades 4
The Blades' last chance at a
victory before Christmas was
spoiled early as NSU took a 6-1
lead in the opening period.
Three of the goals were scored in
a span of 40 seconds when the
teams were playing four-an-four.
After NSU scored 10 seconds
into the second period the
Blades finally rebounded and
almost made a game of it. Three
straight goals through the sec-
ond. including two by Nagtegaal.
one on a penalty shot, gave
Dordt one last chance in the
third. Despite another strong
period. the Blades failed to click
and went home with an 8-4 loss.
The Blades now look for-
ward to the annual hockey tour.
The team will be traveling
throughout Alberta this year
from January 2 through I!.
They Will be playing King's
College, teams made up of for-
mer Blades, and other teams
from the community, When the
guys get back, they Will be look-
ing forward to having a good
time during the remainder of the
season. With nothing more to
lose hopefully fun hockey will
translate into winning hockey.
by Craig Broek
Sports Reporter
With four home games
remaining before Christmas
break. the Blades were hoping to
squeeze out a couple of victories
in front of the home fans.
Despite putting in a lot of hard
work, the Blades' occasional
breakdowns continue to haunt
them. With playoffs out of
reach, the Blades will have noth-
ing to lose when they get back
after Christmas. It will be some-
what of a new team when the
Blades return in January:
Dennis Schtlthuts. Scott
Langelaar and Kevin Tuininga
are among those who may not
return. Guy Ratcliff and Matt
Wikkerink will be returning to
the lineup after the break. The
guys are definitely looking for-
ward to the return of Ratcliff on
defense whose hockey sense and
intense play will certainly help
the Blades.
UN! 9. Dordt Blades 7
In the most exciting game of
the season, in front of a loud
home crowd, the Blades came
lust short of getting their first
win of the year. After attaining a
3-1 lead half-way through the
second period on goals by Mark
Nagtegaaj. James Bentum, and
Josh Vande Kraats, UNI scored
two goals in less than a minute
to tie the game up at three.
Dordt then scored three straight
goals in a span of five minutes
and looked like they were well on
their way to victory. Nagtegaal
had two of these to complete his
hat trick and Aron Zutdhof
notched his first of the season.
However, with two seconds left in
the period, UNI pulled within two
goals. At the second intermis-
sion, Dordt made the costly mis-
take of thinking they had won
the game before it was over,
Before four minutes had past in
the third, UM had tied the game
and then added two more to take
the lead 8-6. James Bentum
made it close late in the game
but UNI added an empty netter
to take the game 9- 7.
UNI 8. Dordt Blades 6
In another offenstve battle,
the Blades once again came Just
shy of claiming a victory. The
team had to work from behind as
they left the ice after the first
pertod With a 3-1 deflctt. Two
The Dordt College men's
basketball team lost two more
games before stuffing
Northwestern of Minnesota for
their first victory of the season.
Much improved play over the last
two weeks resulted in a 17-polnt
win over Northwestern.
Sterling (KS) 79. Dordt 71
The Defenders dropped
their third straight this season in
their first game of Sterling
Classic on November 20. Both
teams were evenly matched
throughout, with Sterling hold-
ing a seven point advantage at
half-time. Dordt couldn't get over
tao hump though. aID dropped to Q.3 on
the seascn Neal Brenneman led
Dordt with 20 points followed by
Randy Oostra with 17; Adam Van
Meeteren and Mike Fransman
each had 10. Oostra also pulled
down 12 rebounds to lead the
Defenders. Free throw shooting
continued to be a sore spot as
Dordt hit only 56% from the line.
Tabor 59. Dordt 58
Dord t dropped their sec-
ond game in as manydays to
conclude the Kansas trip. After
leading 34-29 at halftime, the
lead slowly slipped away and the
Defenders were the victims of a
one-point loss. Dordt was once
again led by Brenneman with 19
followed by Van Meeteren with
11. Brenneman also grabbed 8
boards. Dordt made 68% from
the free throw line, an improve-
ment from previous games.
However. it wasn't enough as
Dordt went to 0-4 on the season.
Dordt 74. Northwestern(MN) 57
The Defenders finally got a
win on the board with a 17 point
Victory over Northwestern of
Minnesota. The Defenders got off
to an early start, jumping out to
a 9-2 lead, and held on for a 39-
31 lead at halftime. Theyextend-
ed the lead to 20 points durtng
the second half, and Northwestern
was never really much of a threat
through the latter stages of the
second half. Freshman point
guard Brian Wassenaar scored
nine points, and ran the offense
all tlie while leading his team
defensively. adding the spark
that the Defenders had so badly
needed. Brenneman scored 18
and Oostra added 17 to lead
Adam Van Meeteren blocks a player from Northwestern as Mall
Van Essen goes up for another basket.
[Photo by Travis Bonnema]
Dordt. Brenneman also took
down 8 rebounds· and Oostra
seven. Dordt shot 78% from the
free throw line, connecting on
22-28 from the charity stripe.
The victory puts Dordt at 1-4 on
the season heading into Wednesday
night's contest with Northwestern
of Orange City, who defeated
Dordt by six points earlier in the
season. Coach Greg Van Soelen
was relieved to get the first victo-
ry of the season saying, "We'Il
take anything we can get at this
point ."
Season Statistics
After the first five games of
the season Dordt is led in scoring
by Neal Brenneman, who aver-
ages 15.6 points per game.
Oostra follows with 15.4 and Van
Meeteren is at 11.6. Oostra leads
in rebounding with 8.2 and
Brenneman follows with 7.4 per
game. As a team Dordt is aver-
aging 62.9% from the free throw
line compared to their oppo-
nents' 75.8%.
Editor's Note:
Wednesday night Dordt welccrred
J'oJcrtIJwosIml (lA) toDeWitt G~
rramrntrhciNorthwestern's early
season win. After leading by 5 at
the half and by as many as 11 in
the second half. Northwestern's
defensive pressure and 3-point
shooting down the stretch gave
Northwestern a 4 point victory.
-Renae's-
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Does your future involve helping others?
biIity of bringing God's healing and am sick in prison and you do not look
restoration to all institutions of life. A few after me."
months ago, Tony Campolo visited Dordt Have we lost the dreams we used to
College and rebuked us for our lack of have? Are we letting obstacles drown our
Have you ever thought about what we vision and passion. We have gotten used present dreams in the ocean of impoeei-
will all be doing thirty years from now? to observing things passively: when we bility? It may be a "childish" dream to
Some of us will be teachers, phtloso- see injustice and pain we often just shake cure world hunger. but perhaps you can
phers, lawyers, housewives or pastors. start by joining those who are fighting
Others will be TV broadcasters, secre- H I h d against hunger and poverty or speaking
tartes , social workers and farmers. ave we ost t e reams out against food wastage. Or maybe it is
These are the goals we are currently we used to have? a dream to adopt children or start an
working toward. We have aspirations of orphanage. Or one day you want to
having families. owning property and Are we letting obstacles have a farm on which you can host
leading successful lives. We have plans; . inner-city kids and give them a chance
but do we have dreams? Do we have drown our present dreams to play with God's animals and learn
visions? responsibility. Some dreams require
On November 20. 1998 several stu- in the ocean of - you to be a prophet-to speak for good
dents from Dordt College: Suzi • ibilitv? stewardship of God's creation or to
Goudzwaard, Emily Hutten, Leonard ImpOSSl 1 ity. advocate conflict-resolution. All dreams
Gooz, Saida Mamedova, and I, went to require you to do what has to be done-
Amana, Iowa for a conference organized when it has to be done-despite the dis-
by the Iowa International Fellows our heads and mutter what a pity it is. couragement, risk, or embarrassment
Program. In this session we were chal- We do not become angry enough to be -like Jesus did at the cross.
lenged by the workshops and discussions stirred to action as Jesus was with the The world is a better place for some
on a very compelling topic: "Leadership money changers in the temple. We are people-because Martin Luther King Jr.
for the 21st Century: Who will be the pot compassionate enough to cry as had a dream. What is your dream? Your
Global Leaders of the Future?" It was a Jesus cried over Jerusalem-and proceed- vision? "I can do everything through him
truly remarkable experience to look ed to die for her. We do noChear Jesus in who gives me strength" (Phil. 4: 13). We do
around the room of 52 students from 36 Sudan, Bangladesh and the streets of not have to try to change the whole world
different countries and realize that we are Minneapolis, saying, "For I am hungry for the whole world. We start by chang-
the leaders of tomorrow. and you give me nothing to eat...! am a ing the whole world for one person and




Do you remember when I
told you about the persecu-
tion we are receiving from the
Muslims, here in Northern
Kerala, India? They are very
hostile towards our Bible col-
lege, Calicut Theological
College, and towards our mis-
sionaries as well. Often times,
they follow us around as we
preach the gospel, talk to and
pray with people. They have
told all their people to avoid
us in particular.
One time, I was going
around to some houses, pass-
ing out tracts and speaking
with people, when they came
up and kidnapped me. They
took me to a room which they
locked me in for the entire
day, just so that I could not
speak to them about the
Gospel. They have since put
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I recently took part in a class discus-
sion on the issue of women in office.
Students on both sides of this currently con-
troversial issue attempted to support their
views with scriptural references in the Old
and New Testaments.One student asked us
to remember the creation of human beings
in Genesis 2. He explained that man was
created flrst in the image of God and woman
as created second as a helper to man.
If we look more closely at the text we
discover that the original Hebrew word for
"helper" suggests a role of mutual action and
cooperation, not submission, This word is
even used in other texts to explain God's role
as helper to us. Yet, as we read the account
of creation in our cultural context. we have
a difficult time understanding this idea of
helping. The helper in our culture plays .a
role inferior to the one she helps.
The secondary, submissive role given to
omen in the Christian church has lead
many women to believe that they are not
created in the image of their Creator. Maria
Katoppo, a theologian from the Minahassa
Ie of indonesia. explained that women
in the churches ofAsia have no awareness of
themselves as reflectors of the imago DeL
ese women are not only oppressed by the
situations of poverty, but are also burdened
by men within the church who do not see
that they too bear the image of God.
This is sin that is a result of the dis-
torted patriarchal structures that form the
church as an institution. Western mission-
"Ties brought to Asia a gospel that was per-
meated by a culture which allowed for the
exploitation of the poor and the oppression
of women.
As members of the Church today we
ust not allow this destructive sin to con-
tinue. We need to be willing to ask if it is the
Bible that is wrong or our cultural tnterpre-
tation of it.
On our campus there are sharp distinc-
tions between the roles of men and women
amongst faculty and students. We are
taught these roles as men are hired for
maintenance staff and women file folders
and clean buildings. How do these given
tasks shape our future goals? Many women
on our campus are struggling in roles that
limit their potential as leaders and prophets
in our society, This too is wrong.
God has created men and women to
reflect their Creator's image together. We as
students and faculty must live in such a way
that the imago Dei shines more fully and
clearly throughout the Body of Christ. We
need to take up the issues that face women





my name on their list of our Lord. Because of this, we
"People to Avoid." persist in our work among the
Muslims are discouraged Muslims.
to talk to me or anyone from Recently, we have been
our college or mission. attacked by a Hindu fanatic
Muslims are a very closed group, called the RS,S. This
group, Sister. They don't have group wants India for only
poor among them, because Hindus. Because they believe
they take """"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''~ all other reli-
care of gtons. including
the m . Christianity, are
The y c •• they came up and kid- imported or for-
make sure napped me. They took me to etgn religions,
their peo- a room which they locked they persecute us
pIe are me in for the entire day, just and want us out.
educated so that I could not speak to They say
and there them about the Gospel. Christians are
is a huge connected to the
Mus lim powerful Western
s c h 0 0 I Christian nations
nearby which many young who are coming to India in
men attend in order to learn order to conquer and rule it.
the Koran so they can later Sister, I am a much Indian as
work in the mosque. they are. I am not a spy from
But Sister, they still the West, I simply love my
don't know the love of God Saviour and want to serve
and the salvation which him.
comes through Christ Jesus, Several weeks ago, a few
of our believers were return-
ing to their homes after a
prayer meeting when they
were beaten up by the high
caste Hindus. These people,
the ones who our missionar-
ies work. among, are the ones
who attacked them. They are
hill tribals, known as the
Adevasses. One of our broth-
ers was seriously injured
because he was hit on his
head. He had to be admitted
to the Medical College.
But Sister, God is con-
tinuing to keep watch over us
and provide for us in these
hostile situations. Please pray
for the people we work with,
the Muslims, the Adevasses
and other RS.S.members,
and remember us in you
prayers as well. Also, praise
God with me as he remains
faithful to us.
Yours in His Service,
KV. Simon
